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1. Introduction

Measuring semantic relatedness of words or concepts plays an important role 
in the tasks of text categorization, search query expansion and many others. Of par-
ticular interest is a more specific case of semantic relatedness—semantic similarity, 
reflecting categorical commonality of terms (concepts). Semantic similarity has its 
special applications, for instance, in the construction of thesauri and ontologies. This 
article is devoted to the methods of distributional modeling that can tell semantically 
similar words from otherwise related cases. The models are designed for differen-
tiating pairs of similar Russian-language nouns from those of thematically related 
ones, based on their syntactic context. This research complements the state of the art 
presented during RUSSE—the First Workshop on Russian Semantic Similarity Evalu-
ation [25]. 

In 2015, the first RUSSE Workshop performed a systematic comparison and eval-
uation of different approaches to developing distributional semantic models aimed 
at revealing and measuring the degree of semantic similarity1 of terms. Distributional 
models of semantics encode meanings of words as vectors in a highly dimensional 
space of context words. Similarity of word meanings is then measured as similarity 
of vectors. Such context vectors can be formed in a multitude of ways. The Work-
shop revealed that, for Russian, skip-gram [22] models currently perform the best, 
although other distributional approaches are only slightly behind:

•	 a classical DSM [30], where vectors are composed of most frequent Russian 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs;

•	 the GloVe model [27]; its application to Russian is described in [19];
•	 the CBOW [22]; experiments with the model are reported in [16].

Our research is an attempt to develop distributional models aimed at differenti-
ating between two kinds of semantic relations: 

•	 relations that are based on shared intrinsic features and common category mem-
bership (similarity); 

•	 relations that stem from thematic, or situational, co-occurrence and are not sup-
ported by taxonomical commonality (associations). 

Associations are given lower weights by our models. For context vector composi-
tion, we use a selective syntactic dependency approach: we only include the words 
that have a specific dependency relationship with the target word. Our measures are 
of the global type, as opposed to contextual ones [3], in that we do not use any context 
for meaning disambiguation. For evaluation, in the absence of Russian-language gold 
standards for testing the ability of the model to discriminate similarity from associa-
tion, we compiled our own dataset RuSim1000. 

1 We retain the term ‘similarity’ here, as it was used by the Workshop organizers; the right 
term would be ‘relatedness’ (terminological issues will be discussed in the next section). 
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2. Terminological issues

The notion of similarity is central to the domain of distributional seman-
tics. In [31], the general idea behind the famous Distributional Hypothesis—a set 
of statements attributed to different authors2—is summed up as follows: “[...] there is 
a correlation between distributional similarity and meaning similarity, which allows 
us to utilize the former in order to estimate the latter”.

Whereas the former—distributional similarity—can have a clearly defined 
mathematical sense, there is no common understanding of what the latter is. 

The intuitive notion of similarity has proved very hard to define precisely. Even 
psychology, where similarity is one of the most central theoretical constructs, has not 
come up with a commonly agreed definition.

Similarity in its broad sense is very flexible. Many seem to agree that similarity 
of two things can only be judged with respect to some X. These ‘respects’ for similarity 
are determined by factors that are intrinsic to the comparison process [21]. As a conse-
quence, two concepts (or two words) are not intrinsically similar or dissimilar [4]. The 
relative importance of common and different features depends on the task or context 
(solving odd-one-out puzzles is an illustrative example). 

Before we address similarity issues from the prospective of distributional seman-
tics, it is worth noting that, as evidenced by cognitive research [18], humans have dis-
tinct neural systems for two types of knowledge: feature-based taxonomic (categori-
cal) knowledge and thematic knowledge—the “grouping of concepts by participation 
in the same scenario or event” [23]. 

In line with this distinction, two basic types of conceptual relations are distin-
guished. The first is feature-based taxonomic relatedness—this relation is commonly 
referred to as (semantic) similarity [10], [13], [1]. Semantic similarity refers to shar-
ing of ‘intrinsic’ (perceptual or functional) features that account for membership 
in the same semantic category. Car and bike are said to be semantically similar be-
cause of their common physical features (wheels), their common function (transport), 
or because they fall within a clearly definable category (modes of transport) (example 
taken from [13]). Other terms for semantic similarity are semantic category related-
ness [10], taxonomic similarity / taxonomic relatedness [17].

In contrast, the second type of relation—thematic relatedness—is based on co-
occurrence (linguistic or otherwise) or functional relationships. Entities represented 
by thematically related concepts frequently occur together “in space and language” 
[13]. While similarity is based on feature overlap, thematically related concepts (enti-
ties) are not supposed to share intrinsic properties, although this is not impossible. 
In the psychological literature, thematic relatedness is mainly referred to as associa-
tion [10], [13], although it is also known as thematic similarity [34], topical similar-
ity [12], domain similarity [33], thematic relatedness [17], relatedness (as used in [1], 
but not in [7] and [8]—see below). Association is exemplified by pairs car-petrol, 
bee-honey. 

2 The most cited version seems to be that of Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965 (see reference 
item [29]): “words which are similar in meaning occur in similar contexts”. 
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Similarity and association are two distinct relations, “neither mutually exclusive 
nor independent” [13]. Two related concepts can be 

(1) similar and associated (coffee-tea, brandy-wine, king-queen, doctor-nurse, 
blouse-skirt);

(2) associated, but not similar (coffee-mug, king-crown, engine-car, cow-milk);
(3) similar, but not associated (bear-cow, house-cabin, nurse-lawyer). 

2.1. Similarity versus association in NLP

With few exceptions [33], recent research in distributional semantics appears 
to have been focused on quantitative rather than qualitative aspects of word interac-
tion within lexical semantic system. Such approaches neglect the difference between 
similarity and association [28], [14], [20], as their focus is estimating the strength 
of the connection between two words in the semantic network, regardless of the rela-
tion type. Such connection is most often referred to as relatedness [7], [8], [26] in the 
broad sense. Thus understood, semantic relatedness subsumes both semantic similar-
ity and thematic association as its specific cases. 

Until recently, there has been some confusion in terminology regarding the object 
of distributional semantic modeling within this paradigm. What is referred to as mea-
suring ‘similarity’ as conveyed by distributional similarity turns out to be in fact esti-
mating relatedness. Thus, the term ‘semantic similarity’ is sometimes taken to be the 
synonym for semantic relatedness and semantic proximity, and the inverse of seman-
tic distance. For the sake of justice, it should be noted that in recent publications such 
terminological ambiguities are becoming rare.

Most of the gold standard datasets designed for the evaluation of distributional 
semantic models do not distinguish between taxonomic, feature-based similarity and 
thematic association (WordSim-353 [11], MEN Test Collection [6], RUSSE HJ [25]). 

The utility of such resources to the development and application of distributional 
models is limited. This is still more so, because “many researchers appear unaware 
of what their evaluation resources actually measure” [13].

Recently developed resources, like SimLex999 [13], WS-Sim and WS-Rel subsets 
of WordSim353 [1], are expected to fill this gap. It is questionable, though, to what 
extent these resources can serve to actually measure the ability of models to reflect 
similarity as opposed to association. The developers of WS-Sim, for example, turned 
to human subjects to separate between similar and (otherwise) related cases, but left 
the original WordSim353 scores intact.

3. RuSim1000 dataset

The dataset was developed with the aim of evaluating Russian-language distri-
butional models that focus on revealing similarity (possibly accompanied by associa-
tion) as opposed to pure association. 

Similarity, or taxonomical, feature-based similarity,—semantic relation that 
is based on shared intrinsic features and common category membership. 
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Association—semantic relation that stems from thematic, or situational, co-oc-
currence and is not supported by taxonomical (ontological) commonality.

RuSim1000 is composed of 1000 pairs of related nouns that are divided into 
two subsets—the sets of positive and negative examples. Positive examples are pairs 
of similar nouns. Negative examples are pairs of associated, but not similar nouns. 
Pairs of similar words that are also associated (король-королева, king-queen) are pos-
itive examples: it is the presence or absence of similarity that matters. 

The core of the positive subset is formed by the following cases:
•	 synonyms (имя-название, name-title) and near synonyms (особенность-аспект, 

peculiarity-aspect);
•	 hyponym-hypernym (имя-прозвище, name-nickname) and the inverse (питон-

змея, python-snake);
•	 co-hyponyms (писатель-поэт, writer-poet).

Clear-cut negative cases are pairs of nouns representing ontologically different 
entities linked by any of the following relations:

•	 part-whole (шерсть-животное, fur-animal) and the inverse (лошадь-грива, 
horse-mane);

•	 element-set (самолет-эскадрилья, airplane-squadron) and the inverse;
•	 functional (situational) relationship (доктор-клиника, doctor-clinic, винтовка-

выстрел, rifle-shot);
•	 free association (край-земля, edge-land).

For a number of difficult and borderline cases the following decisions were made:
•	 Antonyms. Contrary to the intuition that antonymous terms are dissimilar, we 

take them to be similar (i.e. positive examples)—due to an assumption that their 
opposition is likely to hold within a certain category, to which they both belong 
(свет-тьма, light-darkness).

•	 Roles. As long as the taxonomy of roles should be separate from the taxonomy 
of types (or, at least, the conceptual difference between types and roles should 
be taken into account by the ontology), the category-membership criterion 
is somewhat difficult to apply to those pairs that are a mixture of a type and its 
role. It was decided to qualify as positive (i.e. similar): 

 о pairs of the kind “a type and its typical role” (торф-топливо, peat-fuel, but 
not самолет-вооружение, airplane-armament);

 о thematically related roles of the same holder type, including complementary 
roles (врач-медсестра, doctor-nurse, врач-пациент, doctor-patient). 
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table 1. Positive (similar words) and negative (associated, 
but not similar words) examples from RuSim1000

word1 word2 sim

лошадь (horse) жеребец (stallion) 1
лошадь (horse) кобыла (mare) 1
лошадь (horse) пони (pony) 1
лошадь (horse) кляча (jade) 1
лошадь (horse) седло (saddle) 0
лошадь (horse) конюх (groom) 0
лошадь (horse) грива (mane) 0
лошадь (horse) галоп (gallop) 0

RuSim1000 was designed in such a way that it would be compatible with the 
RUSSE evaluation framework3. Average Precision (AP) [35] used by RUSSE RT was 
chosen as evaluation measure. AP is calculated for a ranked list of examples. The higher 
the rank of the positive examples, the more they contribute to the AP (see formula 1). 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑃@𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑅𝑅

 (1) 

cos(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) =  
∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1
‖𝐴𝐴‖ ∙ ‖𝐵𝐵‖

 (3) 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴2
𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡)

𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐)∙𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)
 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  �
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) ≥ 0;

0, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) < 0. (2) 

 (1)

where r is the rank of each positive example, R is the total number of positive exam-
ples, P@r is the precision of the top-r examples.

Positive and negative examples in RuSim1000 are equal in number. As a conse-
quence, the random baseline is about 0.5 [5]. It is carefully observed that there is equal 
number of positive and negative pairs beginning with the same word. Thus we could 
evaluate our algorithms with the same evaluation tools as were used for RUSSE RT.

The dataset is available at: https://zenodo.org/record/546238#.WPDyi6IlGUk

4. Semantic similarity measures

The way objects, events, phenomena etc. are categorized by humans is very 
much dependent on their activities. Despite rather flexible and ‘non-systemic’ char-
acter of categorization, which makes formal definition of shared categorical mem-
bership in terms of feature overlap almost impossible, concepts in many categories 
do share perceptual and functional features. The intuition behind our distributional 
models of similarity is as follows:

•	 similar objects tend to have more shared features than dissimilar;
•	 similar objects tend to act in similar way;
•	 similar objects tend to be exposed to similar actions.

That means we expect our similarity measures to have a clear interpretation 
as similarity of features and behavior.

3 http://russe.nlpub.ru/downloads/
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Put in linguistic terms, the three above statements (roughly) read as follows:
•	 similarity of features is evidenced as sharing common adjectives;
•	 similarity of behavior manifests itself as being the subject and/or the object 

of the same verbs.

Three types of syntactic relations (as defined in SynTagRus [2]) are retrieved 
from the source corpus:

•	 attributive (for feature-based similarity);
•	 predicative and 1-completive (for behavioral similarity).

The context vector is composed of adjectives, for feature-based similarity mea-
sure, and of verbs—for behavioral similarity. The length of vectors is not limited. 

The idea of using syntactic features for distributional modeling is not new. There 
is a comprehensive survey on the topic in [24]. The authors suggest an elegant general 
framework for the integration of syntax-based and word co-occurrence approaches. 
A syntax-based approach to vector formation (for Russian word categorization) is pre-
sented in [15]. There is a hypothesis that models that learn from input annotated for 
syntactic or dependency relations better reflect similarity, whereas approaches that 
learn from running-text or bag-of-words input better model association [13]. How-
ever, we do not know of any attempt of applying syntax-based approaches for dis-
criminating between similarity and association.

Back to our model, two questions are to be answered:
•	 how to form context vectors out of absolute frequencies of the target syntactic 

relations;
•	 how to measure the distance between vectors.

As far as English is concerned, Bullinaria and Levi [9] showed that the following 
combination proved to be working well for semantic relatedness evaluation: the posi-
tive pointwise mutual information (formula 2) as vector component value and cosine 
similarity for measuring the distance between vectors. 

Let 
t be the target noun,
c—a context word (a component of a context vector).
Then the pointwise mutual information pmi(c, t) is calculated as:

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑃@𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑅𝑅

 (1) 

cos(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) =  
∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1
‖𝐴𝐴‖ ∙ ‖𝐵𝐵‖

 (3) 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴2
𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡)

𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐)∙𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)
 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  �𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃
(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) ≥ 0;

0, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) < 0. (2) 

,

where p(c,t) is the probability that t and c occur linked by the target relation,
p(c) and p(t) are the probabilities of independent occurrence of c and t, respectively.

The positive pointwise mutual information ppmi(c, t):

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑃@𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑅𝑅

 (1) 

cos(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) =  
∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1
‖𝐴𝐴‖ ∙ ‖𝐵𝐵‖

 (3) 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴2
𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡)

𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐)∙𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)
 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  �𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃
(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) ≥ 0;

0, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) < 0. (2)  (2)

We used ppmi with a single reservation: the probabilities p(c) and p(t) were cal-
culated on the set of relations of the given type rather than on the entire corpus. To put 
it otherwise, for feature-based measure, for example, p(c) и p(t) are calculated on the 
set of noun-adjective pairs extracted from the corpus.
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Besides, the cosine distance was taken to be zero if there were less than 10 non-
zero summands in the numerator (formula 3).

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑃@𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑅𝑅

 (1) 

cos(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵) =  
∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1
‖𝐴𝐴‖ ∙ ‖𝐵𝐵‖

 (3) 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴2
𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡)

𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐)∙𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)
 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) =  �
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) ≥ 0;

0, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃(𝑃𝑃, 𝑡𝑡) < 0. (2) 

 (3)

5. Experiments and results

As a source of statistical information about syntactic relations we used the Ru-
Wac4 corpus that had been syntactically annotated with MaltParser5 [32]. A total 
of about 223 million target relation instances were extracted (Table 2). 

table 2. The statistical data obtained from RUWAC 
(the figures are given in million pairs)

attributive predicative 1-completive total

number of relation instances 114 51 57 223
number of unique relations (lex-
eme1, lexeme2, relation_ type)

11.1 9.2 8.7 29

The data was used to develop distributional models that were evaluated against 
the RuSim1000 dataset. 

The results of the tests6 are presented in Tables 3 and 4. The Table 3 lists the 
average precision scores for the similarity/association discrimination task obtained 
by three models that learnt from single-syntactic-relation annotated input. Table 4 
shows the average precision of the same categorization yielded by the models that 
learnt from combinations of two syntactic relations. 

table 3. Testing results for single-relation input

syntactic relation

attributive predicative 1-completive

0.907 0.846 0.882

table 4. Testing results for combined input

combination of syntactic relations

attributive + predicative attributive + 1-completive

0.918 0.925

4 http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/tools/ru/ruwac-parsed.out.xz (as of December 2016)

5 http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/mocky/

6 The tests were performed with the software used for RUSSE—http://russe.nlpub.ru/downloads/
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The experiments confirmed that a rather limited one- or two-relation syntactic 
context is sufficient to discriminate between similar and associated cases (this task 
being quite different from that of similarity or association scoring). 

6. Conclusions

The paper focuses on the two cognitive and linguistic phenomena that account 
for semantic relatedness of terms—those of taxonomic similarity and thematic asso-
ciation. Dataset RuSim1000 is presented—a gold standard that can be used to evalu-
ate the ability of models to discriminate between the two types of conceptual rela-
tions. Distributional models for similarity/association discrimination were devel-
oped, in which syntactic features of terms were used as ‘proxies’ for feature-based and 
behavioral similarity of objects. The experiments proved that the models are good 
enough at the task in hand (average 0.9 on RuSim1000).

The research was carried out as part of the project “Methods for automated ex-
traction of events from texts” (No. АААА-А17-117040610371-7). 
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